
 

HOW I WORK WITH YOU AND YOUR ANIMAL 

PARTNER IN FORM OR IN SPIRIT 

 

I connect telepathically with your animal partners - in form or in spirit - to 

create stronger bonds of understanding, solve problems, clarify life lessons, 

create closure when needed and provide support in trusting your own 

intuitive abilities to understand your animals more deeply. Here is a 

description of how we work together:  

 

 

1. I always like to speak with you first, so we schedule a free 30-minute 

phone chat to honor your bond with your pet partner. This is your 

time to share what's on your mind, explain details of your relationship 

with your animal partner(s), their previous experiences you know of, 

etc. You'll have the opportunity to share your questions and concerns 

and what you'd like me to focus on (although your non-humans will 

have their own agenda as well!)  

 

2. You would then email me the most recent head shot of your pet; a 

full body photo is ok too, as long as there is a clear picture of their 

head and eyes.  

 

3. If your pet is in physical form, you would then ask them (yes,  

verbally) for permission for me to connect with them. (Please make  

sure you do this when you are in a calm, quiet place without  

distractions or interruptions).  

 

Phrasing your question this way works quite well: “Max, is it alright 

for my friend Sandra to tune into you? Please feel free to share with 

her anything you want me to know.” This way, you’re giving your pet 

the most freedom to bring up what is most important to them. (and 

this can sometimes be very different from what we believe or expect!)  

 

4. Next, please email me a description of how your pet reacted to the 

question even the slightest body movement, expression, etc. While  

99.8% of the animal partners I’ve connected with have been very  

willing to communicate, once in a very great while, one will choose  



not to do so. If your animal partner responds to your request by  

clearly walking away or showing any negative behavior- including an  

alarmed or annoyed look in their eyes or pinned ears–that's your "no"  

and we need to respect their wishes.  

 

5. If your animal partner is in spirit, simply set the intention that the 

         transmission is for the highest and best outcome for all.  

 

6. Because we can be so connected with our pet's energy field, I work 

alone connecting with your pet on a remote basis. This way, I don’t 

pick up human energy, emotion and intention and keep the 

transmission as pure as possible. Additionally, if your pet feels your 

fears / worries/ frustration about them, they may hold back or filter 

what they share.  

 

7. You submit payment and then I tune into your pet; the session takes 

however long is necessary to allow your pet time to feel “complete”. I 

then email you the transcript of the session via email. If you have 

questions or comments at that point, by all means email me at 

sandra@smendelson.com.  

 

 

    8. PRICING  

 

 

FOR U.S. (DOMESTIC) CLIENTS:  

 

I charge $175 U.S per animal, payable in the following ways:  

 

My Zelle info is: sandra@smendelson.com  

My Venmo username is @Sandra-Mendelson 

My Paypal link is: paypal.me/animalchanneler  

 

*If you live in the U.S and cannot use Zelle, Venmo or Paypal, payment may be 

made by check, on a case by case basis.  

 

 

 

mailto:sandra@smendelson.com
paypal.me/animalchanneler


FOR INTERNATIONAL/ NON U.S CLIENTS:  

 

The cost is $185 U.S per animal payable at this link: 

paypal.me/animalchanneler  

 

 

 

THANK YOU ...I look forward to assisting you in creating deeper levels of 

understanding and connection with your animal partners. 

paypal.me/animalchanneler

